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QUESTION 1

Updates have been made to Mappings in a package. 

What must you do to ensure that the Production team runs a scenario that contains those updates while preserving the
existing scenario\\'s schedule? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Regenerate the existing scenario. 

B. Nothing, the existing scenario will automaticallybe updated. 

C. Generate a new scenario and create a new schedule. 

D. Generate a new scenario and attach the previous scenario\\'s schedule to it. 

Correct Answer: A 

(https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1212/odi/ODIDG/scenarios.htm#ODIDG470) 

 

QUESTION 2

You are working on notifications in a package and you must send an email containing an error message in case a
Package step fails. 

Which odiRef method do you use to access the error message? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. odiRef.getSession() 

B. odiRef.getInfo() 

C. odiRef.getPrevStepLog() 

D. odiRef.getStep() 

Correct Answer: B 

(https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1212/odi/ODIKD/odiref_reference.htm#ODIKD1147) 

 

QUESTION 3

Which tables created by ODI contain error records? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. ERR$ 

B. ERROR$ 

C. ODI_ERR$ 

D. E$ 

Correct Answer: D 
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(https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1212/odi/ODIKD/ckm.htm#ODIKD925) 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to implement security mechanisms that allow only user "A" to view all the Mappings contained in a specific
project named "P1." 

How must you proceed? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Go to Security, assign the NG DESIGNER profile to user "A." Next, drag project "P1" to user "A" and finally setView
privilegesto Active for the Mapping objects. 

B. Go to Security, assign the DESIGNER profile to user "A." Next, drag project "P1" to user "A" and finally set View
privileges to Active for the Mapping objects. 

C. Go to Security, assign the NG DESIGNER profile to user "A." Next, drag project "P1" to user "A" and finally set View
privileges to Active for the Project, Folder, and Mapping objects. 

D. Go to Security, assign the DESIGNER profile to user "A." Next, drag project "P1" to user "A" and finally set View
privileges to Active for the Project, Folder, and Mapping objects. 

Correct Answer: D 

(https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B12037_01/network.101/b10777/protdata.htm#1006312) 

 

QUESTION 5

You are a project developer using ODI and want to consolidate your own local metadata repositories. 

Identify the true statement. (Choose the best answer.) 

A. You must consolidate your own local metadata repositories. The local metadata must be transmitted via ftp and
synchronized with a dedicated proprietary engine, creating a common metadata model for all the developers. 

B. You must consolidate your own local metadata repositories. You have to invoke a dedicated web service to
synchronize the metadata by using Oracle Service Bus. 

C. You need not consolidate your own local metadata repositories, because the ODI proprietary metadata server allows
all developers to share the common metadata of a specific project. 

D. You need not consolidate yourown local metadata repositories, because ODI uses a centralized relational metadata
repository that all the developers share. 

Correct Answer: D 
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